Bizagi: The Digital
Platform for Banks

The undeniable truth…

70%

of all digital
transformation
projects fail

What are the common reasons of failure?
Legacy systems

Business – IT Alignment

Slow ROI

Rapid changing environment

How does the Bizagi Digital Platform combat those

Low Code:
Enables rapid development and
Business - IT alignment

BPM:
Drives a quick ROI,
through automation and
control of the process

EAI:
Enterprise Application Integration
glues together legacy systems

What features does a Digital platform needs to have
Agile
Continuous yet controlled
innovation through business
& IT collaboration

Connected

Technical Agility

Super fast agile process layer
wrapping around legacy IT
systems

Engaging

Continuous Innovation

Empowering knowledge
workers with personal,
contextualized experiences

Customer Centricity

This enables you to focus on driving:
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Customer Centricity
Offer an omni-channel and connected experience across the entire
customer lifecycle

Digital Customer Experience
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Continuous innovation
Leverage technology and use it as an enabler to go beyond business
as usual to create a digital competitive advantage

Digital Operating Model
3

Technical Agility
Streamline the IT landscape to bring in the agility,
flexibility and control you need to compete

How will this look like in your IT landscape?
%

Employees,
Partners &
Suppliers

Sensors
and devices
Digital work

Database
s

ERP, CRM, etc.

Legacy

Example: Before and after state of the loan application process
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Current State
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•
•
•
•
•

Paper driven application process
Lack of automation between advisor and loan approval manager
Manual paper credit check.
Disconnected systems and tools, no single view of the customer
Slow and cumbersome experience for the customer

•
•
•
•

Single fully automated experience driven by AI BOT
Customer approval time cut from days to minutes
Funds wired to customer the same day
Bank uses own data and external third party
seamlessly providing one view of the customer
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Customer centricity
• Connect people, processes and devices
to offer a unified and streamlined
customer journey
• Orchestrate data to deliver a
personalized omni-channel experience
across any device.
• Use data insights and contextual
knowledge to boost employee productivity
across all customer touch points.

Old Mutual embarked to deliver
a 360 view of all customer
interactions across all channels
- a “single version of truth”.
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Continuous innovation
• Enable IT and business to co-innovate
with no risk through rapid, agile, lowcode experimentation
• Integrate third-party technology and
applications easily, using disruptive
technology as an enabler to stay
competitive
• Drive digital business automation across
operations to eliminate errors, shorten
service times and delight customers

Stone Coast Fund Services were
able to automate a critical and
complex financial transfers
process in just six weeks, which
now provides data to drive
innovation.
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Technical agility
• Wrap an agile digital process
layer around existing IT systems to
immediately deliver transformational
change.
• Adopt a low-code approach to build
fast and change quickly so you can
adapt to evolving business needs
• Manage the unexpected by having
flexibility in the midst of structured
processes

AgFirst are now able to
design, develop and deploy
a new process solution in
less than 8 weeks

We have delivered transformation across…

Continuous innovation

Technical agility

v

Customer centricity

A bit more detail on how you develop with Bizagi

Step 1: The proces flow is base of the application

Step 2: Development the solution
• Data model
• Forms

• Business rules
• Integrations
• Define the performers
• User Experience
• Analyse

Step 3: Agile sprints for continuous improvement

Sprint X.X
Updates

Sprint 2:
Changes

Kick- Off

Business Impact

Sprint 3
MVP

S1

S2

S3

S4

Weeks

Months - Years

Step 4: Run everywhere, any time

Desktop | Smartphone | Tablet
Windows | iOS | Android

Some of our customer case studies

Objectives:

Achievements:

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Accelerate delivery of a “360 customer
view” across all channels for branch staff
Empower sales advisors to provide a
consistent service and advice on the spot
Leverage customer insight and data
analytics
Further improve retention and revenue
from cross-sell and leads
Simplify technology and processes into a
common service layer
Integrate with digital technologies to
ensure communication is delivered through
the media of customer’s choice (email,
SMS, etc)

•

•
•
•
•

Reduced number of escalations to the back-office
related to incorrect customer data
Experienced front-desk advisors redeployed
elsewhere as integrated BPM-based systems
support intelligent decision-making
Consistent and improved customer experience
across all channels
BPM projects focus on the front office; back
office limited to expert/specialist services
Online system enables bank staff to make quality
decisions from “advice to sale”
Delivery of key productivity tools such as leads
management and underwriting rules

Old Mutual embarked on a
business transformation
initiative with one aim: to put
the customer first. The starting
point was to reduce the
customer waiting time across
the branches and enable sales
advisors to recommend
relevant products or services.

Automated and streamlined CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT processes manage customer
authentication and present customers with wide-ranging services, from funds withdrawals, loan
applications through to reporting identity theft or initiating claims.
Old Mutual embarked to deliver a 360 view of all customer interactions across all channels - a “single version of truth”.

Overview
Managing the real estate inventory worth billions of euros needed
strong process automation and workflow. Bizagi created and
defined an entirely independent and agile IT infrastructure in
record time, enabling BBVA's real estate unit to handle the large
amount of property assets received from developers.
In just 19 weeks –5 less than expected- the entire end-to-end
process was defined, implemented and ready to go.

Anida automated 12
processes in a record time of
just 19 weeks, 5 less than
expected

Objectives
Build a completely new architecture independent from BBVA to automate and manage real-estate
assets resulting from repossessions.
Key requirements:

✓
✓
✓
✓

Fast results
Seamless integration
Monitoring and traceability
Easier definition of KPIs

Outcomes
•
•
•
•

12 admission processes in 19 weeks, 5 weeks shorter than expected
Two years into the project, 42 processes are used by 1000 employees
Average of 35,000 cases each month and 20% closed that month
Success led to BBVA now expanding use of BPM into other areas

I'd use Bizagi for any project, regardless of size, scale or complexity. It truly is BPMS without limits.”

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Digitize financial processes for
operational efficiency
Standardize operations to reduce
complexity
Create robust processes to ensure
regulatory compliance
Increase visibility of the
organization’s data to discover
important insights
Establish a culture of continuous
digital improvement and
automation

Achievements:
•
•
•

•
•

Critical cross-functional process
digitized for greater business
intelligence
First digital process application
delivered in just 6 weeks
Agile methodology established in team
naturally through project
Positive user adoption and feedback
across teams
Created a digital process Center of
Excellence (CoE) named Bizagi
Operational Support Services (BOSS)

Hedge fund administrators
Stone Coast Fund Services
successfully the complex
and paper-based financial
transfers movement review
and approval transfers
process, delivering value in
just six weeks.

“Bizagi has already proved its worth, and we see a huge amount of potential for more initiatives across the organization.”

